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Abstract 
Read to Write (2009) is a writing book for Japanese university students. It 
consists of an English Writing Manual as well as units based on various 
topics that are relevant to university students. Included in the English 
Writing Manual is a brief part called Layout, from which students can learn 
the basics of indentation, margins, and spacing. The basic premise of the 
book is that students need to read example paragraphs from other students in 
order to write sentences correctly. The benefits of using the book are the 
focus on personalization for Japanese students and grammatical mistakes 
that Japanese students often make and the fact that the goals of the textbook 
fit well with the writing goals in the CELE Handbook at Asia University. 
 
Introduction 
Read to Write is a book by Douglas Moore and David Barker for 
practice with writing paragraphs, meant for Japanese university students. 
The book’s approach is for students to initially read what other students have 
written about a topic that affects university students. This is because students 
need comprehensible input and they need to see examples of good writing 
before they start to write. The examples are taken from former students of 
the primary author, David Barker. A few of the topics include students’ 
hometowns, part time jobs, and universities. 
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The beginning of the book focuses on the English Writing Manual, 
which has common grammatical and spelling mistakes that Japanese 
students often make. The end of the book gives Japanese translations of 
these pages. In addition, there are sections teaching layout and tips for good 
writing. The authors’ focus is on accuracy in punctuation, capitalization, and 
grammar. 
 The English Writing Manual mentions several aspects of writing that 
can be challenging. Topics include capitalization, conjunctions, compound 
sentences, plurals, tense and subject-verb agreement, and other problems. 
Read to Write builds on the authors’ interest in getting students to improve at 
writing by learning to understand English grammar. The book is for students 
to learn how to practice writing English sentences and paragraphs correctly. 
 At the beginning of the English Writing Manual is a section called 
Layout. There are ten points for students to learn. Students can learn basic 
facets of writing such as indentation, double-spacing, and margins. The point 
of the Layout section is to help students properly format their writing in 
English. The book is divided into several topics, and different examples of 
student writing are given on each topic. On each page there are three parts. 
At the top is a sample paragraph, in the middle there are patterns and phrases, 
and at the bottom, there are blank lines for students to write their own 
experiences. 
For example, one topic is part-time jobs. Several examples of student 
writing are given, detailing student work experience from convenience stores 
to restaurants. There are also examples for students who do not work. These 
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students instead write about jobs they used to or would like to have or the 
reason they choose not to work. The method is for students to find an 
example of a job or situation similar to their own and read about how the 
writer described it. The goal is for all students to participate using the topic 
at hand. 
What is enjoyable about the book is the personalized language 
learning; students get to write about their own experiences in their lives as 
university students. 
Griffiths and Keohane (2000) wrote that:  
as language teachers, we are well aware that learners need to be 
motivated in order to be successful. Personal involvement is one very 
effective way of enhancing motivation. By this, we mean making 
language learning content personally meaningful. If learners feel that 
what they are asked to do is relevant to their own lives, and that their 
feelings, thoughts, opinions and knowledge are valued, and crucial to 
the success of the activities, then they will be fully engaged in the 
tasks and more likely to be motivated to learn the target language. (p. 
1) 
Certainly, as teachers we need to take advantage of the experiences 
that our students have had, and let the students share them through writing, 
as this is one way to foster motivation. The focus on accuracy is also useful 
for teachers. In How to Teach Grammar (1999), Thornbury states there are 
several reasons for teaching grammar, of which fossilization seems most 
relevant owing to the fact that many FE students are false beginners. Of this 
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he wrote: 
…more often ‘pick it up as you go along’ learners reach a language 
plateau beyond which it is very difficult to progress. To put it 
technically, their linguistic competence fossilises. Research suggests 
that learners who receive no instruction seem to be at risk of 
fossilising sooner than those who do receive instruction. (p. 16) 
 
One of Read to Write’s authors, David Barker, has also written a 
book on mistakes Japanese learners make called An A-Z of Common English 
Errors for Japanese Learners (2010), containing good examples of 
fossilization. The English Writing Manual mentions some common mistakes, 
such as starting sentences with but or because. These mistakes may occur 
because Japanese equivalents of these words can be used to begin sentences 
in Japanese, and students sometimes translate directly from Japanese when 
they write. Swan and Smith (1987) wrote about interference from a learner’s 
mother tongue. Many writers contributed to their book, in which Swan and 
Smith wrote that “[these writers] are all clearly convinced that the 
interlanguages of the learners they are discussing are specific and distinct; 
and they all obviously see mother-tongue influence as accounting for many 
of the characteristic problems they describe.” (p. xi) 
It is gratifying that this textbook fits in well with the CELE goals for 
teaching. CELE has four main goals for Freshman English: reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening (CELE Handbook, 2010). Within writing, the first 
three goals are Knowledge and Skills and it is stated that “Students will be 
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able to write sentences based on grammar learned in class…[and] able to 
write paragraphs.” Thus, the goals of Read to Write are for students to write 
sentences correctly and to write paragraphs based on certain topics. 
However, one potential drawback of this book is that it may not be 
accessible to lower-level learners. They will need help with grammatical 
patterns and phrases as well as with scaffolding. Alber (2011) defines 
scaffolding as “breaking up the learning into chunks and then providing a 
tool, or structure, with each chunk”  
Students may not know where to begin if given a piece of paper with 
a sample text and asked to write about their own experience with the topic. 
Teachers will need to give sample sentences on the blackboard and then later 
should provide incomplete pieces of sentences as a kind of scaffolding. In 
the past I wrote my own paragraph on the board and later erased part of the 
sentences so my students could copy the beginning of the sentences. Then, 
they completed the sentences with their own answers. Students need practice 
with basic word order in sentences and need to write as often as they can. 
For lower level students, expecting them to write a paragraph is too much. 
 Another technique I used was to write sample questions about the 
topic on the board for the students to write about. So, if the topic was 
part-time jobs, a teacher could write, for example, “How much is your pay?”, 
“Why do you like your job?”, and “What is your weekly schedule?” 
Students would then have to give detailed answers in order to be able to 
write a paragraph. 
 In fact, with lower level students, it will sometimes be preferable that 
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they first copy what the teacher writes on the blackboard. According to 
Brookes & Grundy (1991), “Most early-stage writing is a form of copying, 
and is as much about using writing to support language learning as about 
teaching writing itself” (p. 22). For the most part, students can copy the 
subject and verb and then write their own object and/or complement to finish 
the sentence. 
Overall, Read to Write may be the best writing book for Japanese 
students. In fact, it is beneficial for all levels. Lower level students can 
practice learning basic grammar and spelling, and more advanced students 
can practice expressing their opinions. The text gives students an outlet for 
personal expression in writing. Since students need to write only one 
paragraph, it means that teachers have less time to spend on assessing the 
writing, so they may return the students’ writing in a timely fashion. 
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